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Kuwait Petroleum International was established 1983, the international arm of Kuwait 
Petroleum Corporation (KPC), under its distinctive “Q8 sails” logo, refines and markets fuel, 
lubricants and other petroleum derivatives to a diverse customer base across Europe. 

KPI's network of more than 4,000 Q8 branded service stations extends across seven 
European countries - Italy, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium and Luxemburg. 
Q8 is at the forefront of developing forecourt retailing by expanding the range of goods and 
services offered – serving the needs of the local communities and motorists. In some markets 
this is through establishing partnerships with other companies – in the Benelux an alliance 
with supermarket chain Delhaize provides a complete "mini-supermarket" service. 
Opportunities to link up with other companies to provide, for example, dry-cleaning and fast 
food facilities, are actively sought where they bring a clear customer benefit. 

Kuwait Petroleum International Lubes  (KPIL) produce and market lubricants under Q8Oils 
brand name. Basic raw material comes from KPI Europoort Refinery in Rotterdam (NL), 
where Kuwaiti crude oil is processed into  some of the finest quality lubricant base oils 
available . These base oils are manufactured  into finished lubricants at four blending plants 
to rigorous specifications set and monitored  by KPI’s independent research arm, Kuwait 
Research & Technology (KPR&T ). Today, KPI market approximately 380,000� Barrels/day of 
products per day in Western Europe through more than 4,000 retail stations, and operates its 
own refinery in the Eurooport and jointly with AGIP in Milazzo. Currently, The company is also 
looking into further international expansion in the near and Far East.  

                                   

The IT Department of Kuwait Petroleum North West Europe has been looking for a product 
that could report "who has which file and folder access" on their Windows fileservers. Mainly 
for auditing reasons and for management reporting in order to be able to (periodically) verify 
the correct data access security for users and groups to the companies data areas.  

Several products have been reviewed and tested and NetSec EPR proved to be the only 
available product that met all of the following requirements: 

- can report the effective file and folder - user and group access rights 
- can present reports in CSV format to be imported into other environments (Excel/SQL) 
- can create reports “Where has User XY Access to?” AND “Who has which Access to Folder XY?”. 
- easy to install & use 
- fair pricing 
- full support 

During installation and testruns it proved that the amount of data results was to large to 
handle directly. Thanks to the excellent and prompt support of NetSec a solution was rapidly 
found and Enterprise Reporter now worked perfectly. 


